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SUMMARY

It is proposed that long distance transport of solutes is controlled by regulation of turgor. Turgor

constancy is maintained by importor exportof solutes and water from or to the apoplast. This will

causechanges in the apoplast pressure which will unbalance waterpotentialequilibrium between the

apoplast and othercells. Turgorchangesare thus caused in these cells which will consequently import

or export solutes and water to readjust their turgor.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. THEORY

Different tissues of plants kept in a constant environment show differences in

osmotic value and turgor. Although transport of solutes occurs, these values

generally remain stable. This can only be envisaged if some kind of regulating

mechanism is operative.

In spite of the fact that in the past much research has been done on the

transportof solutes in higher plants, there are distinct gaps in our knowledge of

this process. It is still not known for instance, how a sudden increase in growth of

a shoot or root tip induces an increase in phloem loading in the leaves (Reinhold

1974, Moorby 1977) and why phloem exports solutes preferentially in a sink

area. According to Munch’s theory a sufficient difference between the high

solute concentration of the source end of the phloem (leaves) and the lower

concentrationof the sink end (the growing points e.g.) will cause a substrate flow

to the sink area. In many cases, however, sink areas, e.g. growing points, contain

higher solute concentrations than the conveying sieve tubes or source cells. An

adequate explanation ofthe soluteextraction from the phloem by the sink cells is

still missing. The same holds true for the local extraction of solutes from the

phloem of the host plant by parasites like Cuscuta (Wolswinkel 1978).
In fact a mechanismexplaining the regulation of the loading and unloading of

cells in source and sink regions is not yet recognized. In the following we propose

that this regulation is effected by changes in the turgor pressure. No suggestions

are given about how changes in turgor pressure are perceived, nor about the

intracellular regulation of the reaction of the cell. Once the phloem is loaded in

the source region and unloadedin the sink region Miinch’s theory or any other

theory applies.
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For a regulating mechanism to work it is necessary that a certain ‘quantity’ in

the cells is perceived (measured) and kept constant within a moderate range of

fluctuations. In the mechanism proposed here, this quantity is the value of the

turgor i.e. the pressure of the plasmalemma against the cell wall, or the defor-

mation of the plasmalemma caused thereby. If the turgor is regulated and thus

kept relatively constant, some other valueor values must change when there is a

change in the cell environment. Experimental data indicate that such changes

occur in the osmotic values of the cells. The osmotic value increases after an

increase in the transpiration ofplants or after a decreaseof water potential ofthe

soil; this can be shown quite clearly in the case of water-stressed plants and plants

in saline environments (Waisel 1972, Rozema 1975, Hsiao 1973, Hsiao and

Acevedo 1974).
At the topof large trees where the hydrostatic pressure is decreased by gravity,

the osmoticvalue in the leaves is higher than in leaves lower down on the tree and

the osmotic value is proportional to the height of the tree (Scholander et al.

1965).
In general the environment of the plant cell is the solution in the apoplast.

Changes in the pressure or osmotic valueof this solution will, if the turgor is to be

kept constant,cause a change in theosmotic valueof the cells. These changes can

be caused in thecell eitherby reactions that polymerise or depolymerise material

or by import or export of osmotic material from or into the apoplast. The first

possibility has been shown to occur by Hiller& Greenway 1968, and Giles et

al. 1976. Thimann(1977) proposed the term manostasis for these processes. The

second possibility also occurs.

In the past years much research has been done on turgorpressure dependent

changes in ion fluxes and membrane properties, which has been reviewed and

discussed by Zimmermann (1977). This research has been done predominantly

on giant algal cells and bladder cells of Mesembryanthemum. Data on fluxes of

organic matter, however, are scarce. It is clear, however, that changes in turgor

can influence fluxes through the cell membranes in such a way that a certain

turgor constancy results. Of the two possibilities mentioned, import-export pro-

cesses may be the most important, as reactions to the perceived turgor changes,

since these processes make it possible to envisage amechanism that regulated the

transport of solutes.

3. THE PROPOSED MECHANISM

The proposed mechanism may be visualized by considering a pair of neighbour-

ing cells with their apoplast and turgor(fig. la). These cells will export osmotic

material iftheir turgorexceeds the valuethat is physiologically intrinsic for them.

Iftheir turgor valuefallsbelow this value, they will import osmotic material from

the apoplast. Let the total volume of this pair of cells, including the apoplast,

remain unchanged during the processes that will be described. Now the left cellof

the pair polymerises part of its osmotic material, rendering it insoluble. (The

osmotic term of ip is decreased.) The water potential (ip) of the cell increases.
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Fig. 1. Pressure changes in

two adjoining cells.

The vertical arrows indicate

pressure.

* means ‘normal’;

* means‘subnormal’;

ww* means ‘supranormal’

pressure.

The horizontal arrow means

solute transport.

Fig. 2. Three cells, the middle one being very long. The left

cell can be regarded asa sink cell, the rightoneasa sourcecell.

The middle onemay be regarded as a sieve tube.
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Consequently water will leave the cell causing the pressure in the apoplast to

increase (fig. lb). (The ip of theapoplast is raised by the increase ofits hydrostatic

pressure term. N.B. thispressure is not to be confusedwith the cell wall pressure.)
The turgor ofthe cell is thus decreased below its intrinsic value. Now the right cell

is not in equilibrium with the solutionin the apoplast. As the ij/ of the apoplast is

higher than that of theright cell, water will enter this cell. So its turgor is raised

above its intrinsic value (fig. 1c). The cell will export osmotic material. The left

cell, its turgor being below the intrinsic value, will import this material(fig. Id).

By doing this it lowers its ip. and water will enter this cell. In theend the turgor of

the two cells will be equal (fig. le). Itwillbe lower than in the initialsituation and

the pressure in the apoplast remains higher, because osmotic material has been

removed from the systems by polymerisation. Now if the right cell produces as

much osmotic materialas was lost in the left cell between a en b, water will enter

this cell raising its turgor and lowering the hydrostatic pressure in the apoplast

(fig. If). Consequently osmotic material is again exported which is taken up by

the left cell. The turgorof the two cells will in the end be equal and the same as in

the initial situation. The pressure in the apoplast also will be as in the initial

situation (fig. Ig). In the processes described the right cell has functioned as a

source, the left cell as a sink. If no system as the one described above existed the

cells would in the final situation remain unequal. Either they would have dif-

ferent turgor values or different volumes or both.

In the mechanismproposed thequantity regulated is the turgor. The signals to

which cells react are pressures. The physiologically ‘normal’ turgor of the two

cells can be differentas can their osmotic values. In the series given in fig. 1 the

osmotic valueofthe left cell and its turgor can be higher thanthatof the right cell.

The osmotic material will still be transported from the right cell to the left one.

4. APPLICATION TO PHLOEM TRANSPORT

The expansion of the schemes to three cells in a row will not cause fundamental

changes in theprocesses mentionedabove. Itwill be more interesting if we take a

row of three cells, of which the middle one is very long (fig. 2). This cell is thus

comparable to a sieve tube, the leftcell to acell ina sink area and the right cell to a

cell in a source tissue. The scheme is essentially the same as the one shown in

figure I.

a. Is the initial stage. All turgors are ‘normal’. Then the sink cell polymerises

sugars.

b. Shows that the turgor in the left cell has dropped; the apoplast pressure is

increased.

c. As a consequence turgor rises in the sieve tube and in the source cell. The sieve

tube unloads osmotic materialand water, which are taken up only by the

sink cell.

d. The turgor in the sieve tube falls and the source exports to the sieve tube.

e. The turgor is lowered equally in all cells. Apoplast pressure remains high (as a

consequence of the loss of osmotic material).
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f. In the source cell the same amount of sugar is produced as was polymerised in

a. The turgor of the source cell increases. Export to the sieve tube follows.

g. Turgor in the sieve tube is raised. The sink cellimports the solutes exported by
the sieve tube.

The initial situation, as shown under a, is re-established. This system is essen-

tially a regulation system, based on feedbackprocesses. In this concept in a really

steady state no transport will occur.

The system requires the transitionof the solute through the apoplasm. Within

acontinuous symplast such a system couldnot function, so loading and unload-

ing of the phloem would need an apoplasmatic transition (Moorby 1977).
The signal fromthe locationwhere a change takes place to the location where a

reaction occurs is a pressure. In a slightly elastic system a small amount of

translocated water can cause a large difference inpressure over a long distance.

The system depends on the metabolic activity of the sink. Translocation will

stop when sink activity ceases (Walker & Ho 1976, 1977 a and b).
Ifafter an oscillation of the value ofthe pressure in a long sieve tubethe final

situation is such that the osmotic value in the source end of the tube remains

higher than in the sink end, then equilibrium will be attained by Munch stream-

ing. For in this case the turgor in the sink end is the same as in the source end but

the osmotic value is lower. If the turgor value of the sink cells is high, the sieve

tube can export water only to the apoplast. This water will flowback through the

apoplast and eventually to the xylem.
The sieve tube will exchange solutes over its whole length. In this way reserves

in the stem may also be mobilised by an active sink. A sink will take up solutes

from all sources available but, due to dissipation of pressure, mostly from the

sources withwhich it is directly connected by a phloem bundle (Moorby 1977).
If growth occurs in the sink end, the water transported by Munch streaming

will remain in the sink area. In the source and everywhere between source and

sink tissue it will be replenished from the xylem. Without transpiration a sink

area will receive at least the major part of its water from the phloem only.

Therefore, substances present in the transpiration stream that are exchanged

very fast between apoplast and symplast i.e. between xylem and phloem, will

reach the sink areas very quickly. Substances that hardly penetrate the pro-

toplasm will hardly be transported by the phloem e.g. Ca-ions (Van Die 1974,

1975, Williams 1955). Growing organs that cannot transpire sufficiently tendto

develop Ca-deficiencies(Skelton & Shear 1971, Moorby 1977). Differences in

water balance may thus cause differencesin the composition of plant parts that

have developed in dry or in moist environments (Bornkamm 1975). In the xylem
differences in sap concentrations are likely to be caused by turgor regulated

processes.

If the pressure in the xylem is raised suddenly, and thereby the pressure in the

apoplast around nearby living cells, these cells will export osmotic material in

order to maintain an unchanged turgor. Consequently the osmotic value of the

xylem sap will rise. Examples ofsuch phenomena can be found in publications by

Lopushinsky (1964) and Huber (1956).
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A parasite like Cuscuta (Wolswinkel 1978) which has a very smallevaporat-

ing surface may cause a local rise in apoplastic pressure in the place where a

haustorium has penetrated its host. This would cause the sieve tubes of the host

to export solutes which can be absorbed by the parasite and also by the paren-

chyma of the host in the vicinity of the haustorium.
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